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Get Involved in one of NOBA’s Committees

• Appellate Practice
• Bankruptcy & Debtor/Creditor Rights
• Business Litigation
• Business Transactions
• Civil Rights
• Class Actions
• Complex Litigation
• Construction Law
• Criminal Law
• Domestic Violence
• E-Discovery
• Entertainment and Intellectual Property Law
• Environmental Law/Toxic Torts
• Family Law
• Healthcare Law
• Immigration Law
• Insurance Law
• Labor & Employment Law
• Maritime & International Law
• Minorities in the Profession
• Oil & Gas Law
• Pharmaceuticals/Medical Devices
• Products Liability
• Property Law
• Solo & Small Firms
• Study Group on Cuba
• Study Group on Panama
• Tax Law
• Technology
• Wellness & Stress Management
• Wills/Trusts/Successions
• Women in the Profession
• Worker’s Compensation Law
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Special Masters
My fellow NOBA Members,

Autumn can be such a refreshing time of the year! As we witness the transition of the seasons, ‘tis the season which can also serve as a reminder for us to take our own personal inventories and prune the clutter of those things we do not need!

As the summer comes to an end, there are many reasons for you to fall in love with NOBA all over again! You have witnessed some of the wonderful programming our committees and committee chairs have put on throughout the year. Behind the scenes we have been hard at work in strategically planning how to move NOBA forward in the years to come so that we can continue to offer quality programming and services to the members of our Bar.

During the month of October, we have lots in store including our History En Banc CLE, our Annual President’s Award, to our Bench & Bar Build with Habitat for Humanity, and our closing Tricentennial Reception at the Cabildo! Flip the pages to learn more about these wonderful events!

Dana M. Douglas
President
Settling Complex Cases CLE
Hosted by the Complex Litigation Committee

This CLE will focus on settling complex cases including class actions, mass actions, shareholder disputes, and serious personal injury cases (through Gasquet agreements).

Speakers:
Conrad S.P. ("Duke") Williams, III, Lewis, Kullman, Sterbcow & Abramson
Patrick S. McGoey, Schonekas, Evans, McGoey and McEachin

Date: Wednesday, October 10, 2018
Time: 12 noon - 1 p.m.
Location: NOBA Office
650 Poydras Street, Suite 1505
CLE: 1 hour of CLE credit
Cost: NOBA Member Discount: $35; Non-Member: $55
(Includes lunch)
To Register: Contact the NOBA office at (504) 525-7453 or email Liz Daino at ldaino@neworleansbar.org.

Please note, payment is expected before the start of programs in order to attend. Cancellations must be received in writing two days in advance in order to receive a refund. No shows are not eligible for refunds and will be charged for the program, plus an administrative billing fee.

Stop! Don’t Touch Me There

Stefanie Allweiss will walk you through a few simple preventative measures and protections your clients, and you, as law firms, should be aware of. Businesses and firms owe it to their employees to create an open dialogue that is needed to effectively communicate those concerns. The return benefit from talking with employees is “priceless.” Avoid the drama. Avoid the Lawsuit. Avoid being front page news... DON’T avoid this seminar!

Speaker: Stefanie J. Allweiss, J.D., Gotcha Covered HR LLC
Date: Thursday, October 18, 2018
Time: 12 noon - 1 p.m.
Location: NOBA Office
650 Poydras Street, Suite 1505
CLE: 1 hour of CLE credit
Cost: NOBA Member Discount: $35; Non-Member: $55
(Includes lunch)
To Register: Contact the NOBA office at (504) 525-7453 or email Liz Daino at ldaino@neworleansbar.org.

Please note, payment is expected before the start of programs in order to attend. Cancellations must be received in writing two days in advance in order to receive a refund. No shows are not eligible for refunds and will be charged for the program, plus an administrative billing fee.
The Patterson Resolution Group offers dispute resolution services in complex cases to businesses and individuals across Louisiana and the Gulf South. Group members include six former presidents of the Louisiana State Bar Association and a retired district court judge. The members have substantive experience in disputes in areas such as:

- Corporate and Business
- Commercial Real Estate
- Oil and Gas
- Maritime
- Construction
- Products Liability
- Banking
- Employment
- Insurance
- Healthcare
- Professional Liability
- Governmental

Contact Mike Patterson at 866-367-8620. Or visit the group’s website at www.pattersonresolution.com for more information and the article, “Getting Your Client and Yourself Ready for Mediation.”
The New Orleans Bar Foundation would like to thank the following people for their generous donations to the Foundation’s various funds. Donors can give to a variety of funds, each designated to serve different programs housed within the Foundation. To learn more about how to donate to the New Orleans Bar Foundation, please visit www.neworleansbar.org/foundation-donations.

James C. Arceneaux
Professionalism Fund

- Ann Allen Arceneaux
- Louis Graham Arceneaux
- Tim L. Fields
- David G. Perlis
- Irving J. Warshauer

Endowment Fund

- Judge Marie A. Bookman
- Thomas J. Eppling
- Tim L. Fields
- John B. Gooch, Jr.
- R. King Milling
- David G. Perlis
- Scott E. Silbert

General Fund

- Adam Matasar
- Ann Allen Arceneaux
- Louis Graham Arceneaux
- Judy Y. Barrasso and Brent B. Barriere
- Jack C. Benjamin, Jr.
- Kyle M. Brennan
- Jaye A. Calhoun
- Jason A. Camelford

In Memory of Jack C. Benjamin, Sr.
1990-91 NOBA President

- Kim M. Boyle
- Dana M. Douglas
- Patricia A. Garcia
- Helena N. Henderson
- Patricia A. Krebs
- NOBA Board of Directors
- NOBA Inn of Court
- NOBA Young Lawyers Section
- Christopher K. Ralston
- R. Patrick Vance and Judge Sarah S. Vance
- David G.Perlis

In Memory of Judge Clare Jupiter

- Judy Y. Barrasso and Brent B. Barriere

Veterans Justice Fellowship Fund

The Guardians of Service
Gifts $1,000-$4,999

- Leonard A. Davis
- William B. Gaudet
- Patricia A. Krebs
- Walter J. Leger, Jr.
- Mark C. and Monica T. Suprenant
- In Honor of Helena N. Henderson
- R. Patrick Vance and Judge Sarah S. Vance

The Platoon Leaders
Gifts $100 - $499

- Robert M. Hearin, Jr.
- Robert L. Manard III
- Christopher K. Ralston

The Squad Leaders
Gifts Under $100

- Craig Ball
- Kathleen Barletta
- W. Lloyd Bowers
- Kyle M. Brennan
- Gerald Cooper
- Tim L. Fields
- Scott E. Silbert
- Stephanie D. Skinner
- Laura Tuggle
- Irving J. Warshauer

Mark A. Moreau
Public Interest Law Award Fund

- Gerald Meunier
- Laura Tuggle
For the fifth consecutive year, McGlinchey Stafford emerged victorious in the Food from the Bar Campaign, an annual fundraiser and food drive for the Second Harvest Food Bank organized by the New Orleans chapter of the Association for Women Attorneys (AWA). Camille Bryant, an attorney in McGlinchey Stafford’s New Orleans office, is the Vice President of AWA, and Hillary Barnett Lambert, also resident in the firm’s New Orleans office, serves as the organization’s Treasurer.

In total, the collective efforts by attorneys in McGlinchey Stafford’s New Orleans office raised $11,219.64 to benefit Second Harvest Food Bank. Overall, the Food & Funds Challenge raised $42,344 and 677 pounds of food from 32 competing New Orleans-area law firms.

Lugtenbuhl, Wheaton, Peck, Rankin & Hubbard is proud to announce that shareholder Miles Thomas has been named president of the Kingsley House executive board. His year-long term began September 10.

As a member of the board of directors, Thomas joins a cross-section of professionals from different backgrounds who oversee the strategic direction and management of the organization.

Lugtenbuhl, Wheaton, Peck, Rankin & Hubbard announces that 15 lawyers have been recognized in the 2019 edition of Best Lawyers in America®. Ashley Belleau, Christopher Caplinger, Stanley Cohn, Elia Diaz-Yaeger, Celeste Elliott, Delos Flint, Jr., Benjamin Kadden, Rose McCabe LeBreton, Stewart Peck, Martin Sadler, Seth Schmeekle, Shaundra Schudmak, David Sharpe, Rodger Wheaton, and Kristopher Wilson.

Thomas M. Flanagan has been promoted to the rank of Adjunct Professor of Law at Tulane University Law School. Mr. Flanagan began teaching Civil Law Torts at Tulane in 2007.

Flanagan Partners LLP is a premier business-oriented law firm located in New Orleans. The firm handles complex commercial cases, appeals, and agreements for a diverse group of clients spanning numerous industries.

Congratulations to Herman, Herman & Katz Partner Steve Herman, the 2018 recipient of the Harry M. Philo Award. This award recognizes an individual who has made an outstanding contribution to the civil justice system and whose work has advanced the safety and protection of American consumers.

Gainsburgh, Benjamin, David, Meunier & Warshauer, L.L.C. is pleased to announce that three lawyers made the New Orleans Magazine’s 2018 Top Lawyers list: Robert J. David, Gerald E. Meunier, and Michael J. Ecuyer.

Leah Englehardt, Chaffe McCall, was named in the 2018 class of ‘Women of the Year,’ by New Orleans City Business.

Also, the firm once again received top rankings from Benchmark Litigation as a recommended firm in Louisiana. Chaffe McCall congratulates Walter F. Becker, who was recommended as a “Local Litigation Star” in White Collar Crime by Benchmark Litigation, and partner Loretta Hoskins for being listed on the “40 & Under Hot List.” Benchmark Litigation is a guide that provides analysis of commercial and financial litigators and law firms in the United States. Chaffe McCall also earned a state ranking in Louisiana for their litigation practice.

Chaffe McCall was also recognized with Top Rankings in Chambers USA 2018. Firm Managing Partner E. Howell Crosby was recognized as a leading practitioner in Real Estate for the 13th consecutive year.

On August 16, 2018, Zach Christiansen was named partner of The Bowling Law Firm by the firm’s managing partner, David Bowling. Mr. Christiansen, who practices law in Louisiana, began his career in 2012 as an associate with Bowling and McKinney, APLC. He then transitioned to The Bowling Law Firm when it was formed by Mr. Bowling in 2014.
You are cordially invited to attend the 2018 Governor’s Luncheon
Tuesday, July 24, 2018